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Vision:
The efforts of the council are directed to ensure that each and every person
has sufficient avenues to indulge himself/herself in sporting activities on the
campus & that they enjoy the game irrespective of the fact whether he/she is a
part of the institute team or not. An atmosphere where playing in the evening
is an integral part of each person’s schedule.
The diverse activities organized during the semesters aimed at broadening
the outreach of ‘sporting activities’ among various segments of campus
community. The Council members believe that the unique activities
introduced will bear great value addition and connect with many who have
yet stayed away from pre-existing sporting activities.
The initiatives taken by the Games and Sports Council were:
1. Sports Alumni Reunion / Alumni Sports Fund
2. PE Section Orientation
3. Fun-O-Fest: Games Carnival
4. Golf Workshop
5. Institute Pool & Carrom Tournament
6. Marathon / Cross Country Run
7. Sports Shop
8. Increased Sports Scholarship
9. Cricket Pitch Renovation
Sports Alumni Reunion / Alumni Sports Fund (29th-30th March ‘14)
With the homecoming of General Championship, with the intention of
reconnecting with our alums who have contributed towards enhancing the
sports culture at IITK. Total 15 alumni turned up for the reunion.
On this occasion, an exclusive account (Alumni Sports Fund) for sports
activities on campus under DoRA was initiated and till now 38K has been
donated by alumni for this purpose. The council is putting its best efforts for
more donations.
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PE Section Orientation
An orientation session of fresher students was organized exclusively with the
all the Institute Team Coaches to give them first-hand information about the
course PE-101, CPA trials. Also they were informed about the paths to make it
to institute teams. This event also served as talent hunt along with making the
students aware of the available sports facilities on campus.
Fun-O-Fest: The Games Carnival (12th-17th August ‘14)
A week long workshops and activities of all the clubs / hobby groups were
organized simultaneously. This gave a sense of ‘Games Carnival’ been
organized in campus and the event reached to more junta as compared to
organizing individual club’s workshop.
Mini-Golf Workshop (1st-7th September ‘14)
A Mini-Golf Workshop – first of its kind was organized. Total 95 students
registered for the workshop out of which 35 turned up. The participants were
taken to ‘Cawnpore Club’ for the workshop.
The council would like to thank Chethana and Anuj Tiwari for their efforts in
organizing this workshop successfully.
Institute Pool & Carrom Tournament (22nd-26th August ‘14)
Institute Pool Tournament & Institute Carrom Tournament (1st Time) were
organized. The event witnessed huge participation from students’ side. Total
no. of participation was as follows:
Pool: Singles-155 , Doubles-57 teams
Carrom: Singles-134, Doubles-50 teams
Trophies were given to the winners of Pool Tournament winner (as there was
entry fee collected). Goodies were given to winners of both tournaments
sponsored by Udghosh ’14. Certificated will also be given to the winners.
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The council would like to thank Namit Mittal & Varun Tomar (Pool
Tournament) and Mohammed Mahmood & Mohammed Wamiq (Carrom
Tournament) for their efforts.
Marathon / Cross Country Run
Total 3 Marathons / Cross Country Run were organized under the council
head till now. They are as follows:
1. Duathlon: 17th August ‘14
Running for 5 kms and cycling for 10kms in collaboration with Udghosh ’14
was organized.
2. MASHAL-You Run They Learn: 19th October ‘14
A 5.5 km run was organized as a part of 50th Inter IIT Sports Meet. The event
was organized in collaboration with a NGO (SMILE Foundation) dedicated for
education of underprivileged children.
3. Run for UNITY: 31st October ‘14
A 2.5 km run was organized on the occasion of ‘Rashtriya Ekta Diwas’ to honor
the contribution of Late Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel in unity, safety and security
of our nation and to spread the word for same
4. 21KMs & 10KMs Marathon: 15th March ‘15
Half Marathon (21 KMs) and Mini Marathon (10 KMs) were scheduled on 15 th
March, 2015 but due to rain, both these marathons were postponed till
further notice and are expected to be conducted either on 20th March or 28th
March. Total registrations were around 75 and 100 in Half Marathon and Mini
Marathon respectively.
5. Cycling Race: 15th March ‘15
A 10 KM cycling race was scheduled to be held on 15th March in collaboration
with Alumni Association which again got postponed due to rains. No of
registrations were restricted to 150 and seats got filled within 30 mins after
the start of registration.
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Sports Shop
A new Sports Shop has been opened in front of Hall-1 Main Gate at the corner
of Tennis Courts. The shop will serve as one stop solution for all kinds of
sports requirements like equipment, sports gear, repairing facility, etc.
Increased Sports Scholarship
The no. of Sports Scholarship recipients have increased from 20 to 30
students. Each student will receive 4,500/- in total for 9 months (500/- per
month). This has motivated more students to take up sports as a part of their
daily activities.
Cricket Pitch Renovation
Both the main cricket pitches and practice pitches at the main stadium got
renovated as the old ones got deteriorated.
OTHERS:
1. 2 New Pool tables were added to the existing pool facility making a total
of 7 pool tables now.
2. ‘Aqua Buddies’ – Open aquatics day for boys was organized in which
many informal swimming events were organized. Refreshments were
also served to the participants. ‘Girls Aquatics Day’ was also organized
on the same day.
3. ‘Photo Frame Archives’ proposal has been given a start where order for
the frames has been placed. It needs to be followed up by the upcoming
council members.
4. A committee for the conduction and overlook of Inter IIT Sports Meet
2014 to be held in IIT Kanpur has been made and got approved in SPEC.
5. ‘JeetegaKanpur’ campaign was started as a part of quest for GC
defending at IIT Bombay and was a huge success not only in IITK
campus but in other IIT campuses also.
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Summer Camp

There were 456 registrations & 225 students were selected after conduction
of week-long trials.
Exclusive summer messing was given to all selected for the camp
Besides, there were swimming pool & gym slots given to all teams. Resume
making / Introductory lectures for some courses were also held. 2 students
from each team were given ‘Certificate of Appreciation’ on the basis of
regularity and performance during the camp.
The council would like to thank Harsh Singhal and Anuj Tiwari for their time
and devotion during summers.

Freshers’ Inferno
Fresher’s inferno was held from the 1st-3rd of August.
Football for girls and wall climbing was introduced
for the first time. Sports quiz witnessed a large
participation; around 150 teams registered for the
prelims and top 8 were selected for the finals. The
final tally is as follows:
1st : Rajputs- 76
2nd: Marathas- 71
3rd: Mauryans- 62
4th: Mughals- 62
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The council would like to thank the coordinators Balendu Shekhar, Harsh
Singal, Pushpendra Kumar Singh for smooth conduction of the event.

JOSH ‘15

Josh is IIT Kanpur's all night sports competition, and has become one of the
most awaited events taking place at the start of the New Year. JOSH invites
each and every resident of IIT Kanpur to take part in more than 25 different
games, all keenly contested with enthusiasm, energy and sportsmanship.
Apart from conventional sports like cricket, basketball, volleyball and football,
JOSH gives you the chance to try out very non-conventional sports too such as
roller hockey and wall climbing! The fest is quite amazing that way. It gives
the otherwise academically burdened campus junta to come out of their
rooms and enjoy. The sense of camaraderie in these days is palpable. Laptops
and gaming controllers are left for a little while to take care of their wounded
selves. Wing mates come together to form teams. Your sporting skills don't
matter that much. What matters more is your desire to play. The participation
of Inter IIT players is restricted which provides the campus community a
genuine chance of winning
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This edition of JOSH witnessed total registrations of around 3000. In this
edition a new event ‘Saturday Masti’ was organized which had on spot
registration. Under this there were a large no of informal and fun events. All
these events were held in the New SAC or nearby to attract more no of people.
It was a great success and showed participation of about 500 people. Children
from Prayas were also invited to participate in some events.
The concept of challenge match was continued as last year as it was a huge
success.
Link for the website: http://students.iitk.ac.in/josh/index.php
Over 25 sports with various categories along with several informal events
were organized as a part of JOSH ’15.
The council would like to thank the Overall Coordinators: Anil Kumar, Devvrat
Singh and M Surya Prakash and the entire organizing team for their efforts
and dedication in making this event a huge success.

IPL & IFL

Institute Phatta League (IPL) and Institute Football League (IFL) were the two
leagues that were organized simultaneously
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IPL (separated from Josh) was organized for the first time. Total 75 teams
(consisting of 8 players each) registered for the league. The entire league was
conducted as a knock-out tournament. Semi-Finals and Final of the league are
yet to be conducted. Medals, certificates and prize money will be given to the
winners.
IFL saw a total registration of 54 teams. There was a change in the conduction
of this league. This year the league was conducted as a knock-out tournament
(as against the previous concept of Preliminary and Main league) due to time
constraint. Medals and certificates have been distributed to the winners.
The council would like to thank Arindam Raj & Sandeep Jha (IPL) and Gaurav
Singh (IFL) for their time and devotion.

Main Inferno

The second phase of Inferno (i.e. Main Inferno) was scheduled from 12th-15th
March, 2015. The event did not see the finishing point as all the outfield sports
were interrupted by rain. As a result, after in consultation of sport secretaries
of all halls, it is decided that remaining matches will be conducted once the
fields/courts are in appropriate conditions.
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Adventure Sports Club

Vision:
The aim of the activities of our club is to increase the participation of people in
various activities like trekking, cycling, climbing etc. Many of these activities
help people participating in it provide an opportunity to have a closer look at
the Nature and enjoy it.
IMF Zonals:
Indian Mountaineering North Zone competitions were held in an academic
institute for the first time in Udghosh ’14. It gave a platform for campus junta
to showcase their adventurous talent and also participate in zonal level
competition. Trials for campus students were also taken for talent search.
The council sincerely thanks Mr. Sambour Surong (Wall Climbing Instructor)
and Udghosh ’14 for their efforts and dedication in organizing this
competition.
Workshops:
Regular wall climbing workshops are held for campus residents apart from
CPA for first years. Summer camp workshops were also held for the first time.
Conditioning Camp:
The aim of this activity was to provide an opportunity to gain some fitness to
prepare for the midsem recess treks in the Himalayas. The session was
attended almost regularly by about 40 people. It was held in the morning at
6:00 am for about one and a half hours daily. But due to some last minute
problems, treks were not held.
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Trips:
In mid semester recess of the even sem, the club successfully organized 4 trips
– 3 treks and 1 cycling trip. Treks were organized to Brahmatal, Chandrashila
and Roopkund, all in Uttarakhand. The cycling trip was to Spiti Valley in
Himachal Pradesh.
Conditioning camp was conducted for 40 days before the exam. There was an
unprecedented turnout of over 150 students during the entire length of the
conditioning camp. 52 students were selected for the various trips. All of the
club equipment was utilized and to meet the extra students extra equipment
was bought using the club budget. The entire budget was spent on essential
items – tents, sleeping bags and rucksacks, so as to be able to cater to such
huge numbers in the future. Increase in turnout and the responses of student
imply great potential for the growth of the club.
Club T-Shirt:
An exclusive club t-shirt was designed and sold on campus among the
students.
Also, Half Marathon and Mini Marathon were supposed to be organized and
conducted by Adventure Club but due to incessant rain, the events got
postponed.
The council would like to thank the coordinator Rithwik J Cherian for his
efforts and devotion towards the club and council as a whole.

Skating Club

Vision:
The club aims to provide skating opportunity to maximum fraction of the
student as well as faculty community.It also works for enhancing activities
that relate to this sport such as Roller Hockey, Roll-ball etc. and to promote
skating as a sport.
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Summer Camp:
Organized a 40 day Summer Workshop of skating and roller hockey under the
supervision of professional coach Mr. Mahboob Beg who is a record holder in
Limca Book of World Records. The workshop saw a participation of 70
students apart from the club members. Skat-a-thon was cancelled because of
rain.
Udghosh ’14:
Introduced Speed Skating and Roller Hockey Tournament in Udghosh’14.
Provided the very first national platform to the skaters in our campus. Our
institute became the first runner up in the event against the AMU Roller
Hockey team.
Inferno’15:
Two events namely Speed Skating and Skating Relay were conducted.
We were able to gather enough participation from Y13 and Y14 batch of every
pool. Marathas emerged out as the overall winner in Skating events.
Skat-a-thon:
It is scheduled to be conducted on 29th March.
Workshops:
Total 8 workshops of skating and roller hockey have been conducted till date
from beginners to advanced level. Apart from these, separate sessions for
roller hockey practice were conducted to prepare the students of first and
second yearites.
Inter IIT:
Took the initiative to approach the Gen Secs of all the IITs for proposing and
conducting skating events in the Inter IIT’14. Fortunately, all the Gen Secs
have approved; just need to execute the final step i.e. to convince the board to
make it happen.
Recommendations:
1. Skating has flourished as a formal sport in the country and it is
recommended to include skating as formal event and competition in
every sports fest or meet.
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2. After witnessing the potential participation in Inferno’15, we suggest
that roller hockey may be introduced in Inferno next year.
The council sincerely appreciates the efforts put in by the club coordinators
Pranshul Chitransh and Shubham Agrawal

Taekwondo Club

Vision:
The aim of TKD club is to develop and continually maintain a well-rounded
planned series of future events and provide the finest quality in martial art in
family-oriented environment to show their skills beyond the classroom.
Our main focus is to provide a best physical fitness, competitive atmosphere
to absorb as a sport and, self-defence specific skill which may come handy at
the time of trouble.
Summer Camp:
This was two month camp in which we mainly focused on the various selfdefense techniques and emphasized all aspects of the martial art. Compared to
previous year, we experienced increase in the number of participants.
Demonstration during Y14 Orientation and Independence Day:
During the orientation program of Y14 Batch for UG students and on
Independence Day, demonstrations were given by Taekwondo club. The
demonstration was appreciated by the one and all present.
Belt Promotion Test:
Till present date 3 belt promotion test is been organized within campus in
order to maintain the convenience of the students.
Photo-Shoot & Get Together:
A proper photo-shoot of the club members were taken for the promotion of
the club. Also, gathering of old members once in a 6 month in order to interact
and share their rich experiences about various competitions.
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Achievements:
Inter University TKD competition (IIT Roorkee) – Medals details: gold 3, silver
1, bronze 11
Udghosh ‘14 – Medal details gold-7, silver-7 and bronze-13
Black Belt – 2 members achieved black belt in this present year
The council appreciated the hard work and dedication of club coordinators
Priyanka and Virendra Patel

Shooting Hobby Group
Shooting Hobby Group is now converted to ‘Shooting Club’ under Games and
Sports Council after the senate approved the proposal in its 8th Special
Meeting held on 10th March, 2015.
Institute Level Workshop:
Instead of student level workshop, the group organized institute level
workshops to enhance shooting culture throughout the campus. Few
professors also indulged themselves in these workshops which facilitated
student-faculty interaction to some extent.

Regular Practice Sessions:
Around 20 students were selected from the workshops conducted for their
dedication and hard work on the basis of their performance. They were sent
to regular practice sessions to create skilled shooters from campus and also to
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form Institute Shooting Team from those that can represent institute in
various competitions.
Workshops:
Workshop Statistics
450
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Achievements:
Overall District Championship - IITK emerges as “Over-All Kanpur District
Champions” by bagging highest no. of medals in the various categories.
State Championship - IITK Women team bags Silver Medal in the 37th State
championship while few of our students performed marvelously.
Pre-National Selection - A M.tech Student, Sagar Parihar was selected for 27th
Pre-National Championship while two of our students, Devendra Kumar &
Kanika Bahel just got missed it by small range of points.
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Nationals Selection - One of our student Prachi Misra got slected in Nationals
this year and will be playing the same in November mid for further selection
in Indian Team Squad.
Recommendations:
1. As the hobby group is now converted to a well-established club, the
funding shall be increased. The club requires 50,000/- for its annual
activities/workshops.
2. The proposed Institute Shooting Range may be treated with utmost
priority.
The effort, dedication and enthusiasm of group leader Devendra Kumar is
truly truly commendable and is appreciated by the council.

Chess Club
Vision:
The club envisions developing a culture where the students enjoy chess as a
past time even in their wings. The enticing game has a lot in store if explored
the right way.
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Udghosh ’14:
A tournament was conducted for selection of Chess Team that was to
participate in Udghosh ’14. 28 students turned up for the tournament out of
which 10 were shortlisted. A rigorous 4 day practice session was organized
which included analyzing games, openings and end games. ‘A’ team secured
3rd position in Udghosh.
FB Group:
The club has a very active facebook ‘Chess Club, IITK’ group, a platform for
interaction with Chess Club alumni, sharing recent happenings in Chess,
practicing puzzles, etc. We have added more than 30 1st year students to the
group this semester.
Apart from these, the Chess Club participated in Inter IIT Chess Festival held
at IIT Bombay from 13th-19th December, 2014.
The council would like to thank the coordinator Hitesh Jangid for his
contribution to the club.

Boxing Hobby Group
Boxing Stand has been installed at the Old Sports Complex which satisfies the
need of hanging punching bags. This has enabled the group to accommodate
large number of participants simultaneously. Flood lights needs to be installed
near the stand. Proposal is already made and legal proceedings need to be
done.
Summer workshop was held starting from 16th May till mid of July. Total 90
responses were received for the same.
Regular semester workshops are organized during weekends. Each sessions
witnesses around 20 participants with floating participation of 10.
The council would like to thank Kuldeep Kumar for his enthusiasm towards
the group.
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Card & Board Hobby Group
Meetings and Workshops:
There has been huge improvement in participation in the Card and Board
Games Hobby Group. We are currently meeting 2-3 times a week. Most
meetings are held informally, when some of the members just group up and
go. Planned meetings are still irregular, and their frequency shall be increased
in the future. The group now has a very active Facebook page, and a consistent
following of 10-15 people. There are around 45 members on the Facebook
page. The group this year did not follow the policy of having workshops as
such, at the hall level or otherwise. This is in keeping with prior experience
regarding the lack of potency of these workshops. Those who came to the
open meetings were often excited to come again, and that is how the group
has grown.
Turnout:
Turnout has been quite strong recently. 5-6 members are consistent, and
many others come quite frequently. 1st years enjoy coming, but unfortunately
do not stick. This could be improved. It has also been observed that those who
come in groups come along more often.
Initiatives:
1. Some brilliant new games were bought, which is probably the reason for
the increase in participation in the last few days. The next section
contains a report on expenditure that deals with these new games.
2. Tabletop RPG was the popular form of RPG before DOTA took over. An
RPG night was organized, which saw great turnout. We plan to celebrate
International Table Top Day on April 11.
3. Issuing of games has been done a few times for groups who were very
interested. All issued games were returned intact.
4. A mafia meet was planned recently, which saw a turnout of nearly 25
people. The mafia game was brilliant and a lot of the students turned up
in future meets.
Future Initiatives:
1. Publicity through organization of tournaments.
2. Celebration of International Table Top Day on April 11.
3. Organizing an assassins-like competition around the campus.
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The council would like to thank the hobby group leader Chirag Gupta for his
efforts and time.

INTER IIT CONTINGENT
Initiatives:
Common kit and a T-shirt for entire contingent
A common kit and a t-shirt is designed for entire contingent to bring a sense of
unity.
Facebook group of probable Inter IIT contingent
Created a facebook group of probable Inter IIT contingent to be in touch with
each of them directly, motivate them & ensure better interaction.
Special grant for practice matches during Dusshehra and Inter IIT camp
Dusshehra and Inter IIT camp are most crucial times for team practice. Special
budget of Rs. 2 lakh was passed exclusively for practice matches with teams
from other sports academies as a build up to Inter IIT meet.
Teachers’ day celebration
Coaches were felicitated on the occasion of teachers’ day in the presence of
entire contingent. Organized such an event for the first time.
Player of the month
The initiative was taken to recognize the budding talent from each team.
Posters having pictures of “player of the month” from all teams were
displayed in every hall.
Nutrition Drive
The entire contingent is being served fresh juices daily after practice.
Rajdhani travel for Contingent
This year the contingent would be travelling by Rajdhani express to IIT
Bombay for the Inter IIT sports meet. Special extra grant was taken for the
same
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Attendance of Inter IIT probable students at practice
To keep a check at regularity, attendance is being taken for all the Inter IIT
probable students at their practice venue.
Team Performances:
With the challenge of having to defend the newly attained title of last year, the
task was like an uphill slope. But, with determination and an undying will to
succeed we set out on our journey. After 6 days of grueling competition and
nail-biting encounters, we emerged as the General Champions in Boys at a
total of 69 points with a narrow margin of 0.5 points ahead of Roorkee in the
second position and successfully defended the title.
We managed to finish in Overall Second position in Girls behind hosts
Bombay, which was a better performance that last year where we had finished
Overall Third.
The win was headlined by the overall championship in Athletics (Boys and
Girls); Gold medals in Tennis, Badminton and Water Polo in Boys Category;
Badminton in women’s category; Silver medal in Weightlifting; and
Bronze medals in Swimming (men) and Volleyball (women).
Apart from these, the institute teams participated in two other inter-college
sports festival (Udghosh, IITK and Sportech, IITD). Major part of contingent is
about to participate in Sangram, IITR scheduled from 20th-22nd March, 2015.
Udghosh Results:
The detailed Udghosh results of the contingent can be found on the following
link: http://goo.gl/iTCw0w

Long Term Plans
1. Weightlifting Room at Main Stadium – Plan has been approved by DoIP
and IWD, design is also ready. Construction work is to be started and
followed up.
2. Installing permanent Shooting Range within campus premises. Proposal
is made but is pending with the institute. Once the above mentioned
Weightlifting Room is constructed, proposal can be pushed.
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3. Proposals of New Indoor Sports Complex Ext., Roof top Basketball and
Volleyball courts, additional Hockey and Football fields are to be put
forward keeping in view the Inter IIT Sports Meet 2016 to be held in IIT
Kanpur.

Recommendations
1. Continuous calling to alumni shall be done to reach out to more no of
people and growing our roots stronger. This will increase funds in
‘Alumni Sports Fund’ account.
2. Several motivational campaigns must be started to continue the
winning streak at Inter IIT Sports Meet.
3. Archery workshops can be conducted. The council has the required
equipments and specialized coach is also available at local level.
4. Proper streamlining of process of equipments issue shall be done. If
unsuccessful, the facility shall be dis-continued.
5. Joggers Group is to be dis-continued due to decrease in no. of
participants and its decreasing awareness among campus junta.
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